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ABSTRACT The most prominentcontrolmethodsavailablecan be

As a partoftheDepartmentofEnergy'sEnvironmental groupedasimpulseshapingfilters[4][5],robustnotchfilters[6],
Restoration and Waste Management Program, long-reach inverse dynamic methods [7][8] , and others including
manipulatorsarebeingconsideredfortheretrievalofwastefrom acceleratio_feedback[9],passivedamping treatment[I0],and
large storage tanks. Long-reach manipulators may have end-position feedback [II]. The impulse shaping filter is effective
characteristicssignificantlydifferentfrom thoseof typical butintroducesa trackingdelay.Ifmultipleimpulsesareusedfor
industrial robots because of the flexibility of long links needed to robust filtering, the increased time delay introdured may be a
cover the large work.space. To avoid stntctural vibrations during serious problem for teleo_eration and robotic tracking control of a
operation,controlalgorithmsemployingvarioustypesofshaping veryflexiblemanipulatorthathasa vet'),low systembandwidth.
filters were investigated. A new approach that uses imbedded "_fte shaping filter method using a robust notch filter is easy to use
simulation was developed and compared with others. In the new and practical. Since it has a low-pass filter effect, it is robust to
approach, generation of joint trajectories considering link the unwanted high-frequency command. But it also introduces a
flexibility was also investigated, significant time delay like that of an impulse shaping filter. In

this research, the above shaping filter methods were
demonstrated and evaluated, and a new method called

1. Introduction "feedforward simulation filtering" was proposed and
demonstrated. The feedforward simulation fiJtermg method

Within the Department of Energy's (DOE's) incorporates the advantages of several other methods.
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM)

program, underground storage tank cleanup is one of the most 2. Control System
urgenttasks.The useoflong-reachmanipulatorsiscomidemd to
be one of the most advantageous approaches for the retrieval of The coe_trol software was designed within the framework
waste from large tanks. The development of a tank waste of the Modular Integrated Control Architecture (MICA) to
retrieval manipulator system (TWRMS) may be one DOE's most enhance modularity, graphic user interface, and expandability.
significant robotics pro_. The TWRMS will consist of a long- MICA is a software package developed at Oak Ridge National
reach manipulator (LRM) including a vertical deployment mast Laboratory (ORNL) to provide a framework for robotic
and a short-reach, dexterousmanipulator. From preliminary manipulator control. MICA providesoperationalcodesthat are
studies [1][2], it is anticipated that the long-reach manipulator portable among different manipulators and operating
will have very low structural natural frequencies, and its environments [12]. MICA also provides precise operation of
structural flexibility will significantly affect the positioning multiple processors that have to be coordinated to control
accuracy at the end of the manipulator. Control of the end manipulators. With the MICA framework, specific aspects of the
position of the LRM considering the flexibility will be very long-reach manipulator control can be concentrated in the
important to the performance of the various cleaning processes controller development stage.
with the dexterous manipulator. The hardware for the control system consim of a SUN

To study control issues associated with structural workstation and a VME bus-based system rack as shown in
vibration of the long reach manipulator, a test-bed was built by Figure 2. The SUN workstation is used for the mawmachine
BattellePacificNorthwestLaboratories(PNL).The test-bedhasa interfaceand supervisionofthecontrolsystem.Thesystemrack
15-fl-long flexible beam, with a Shilling hydraulic manipulator at contains CPU boards and several interface cards for data

the end of the beam as shown in Figure 1. The flexible beam acquisition. Depending on the computatimud load. CPU boards
represents the long-reach manipulator dynamically, and the can be added and the control software can be adapted easily for
Shilling manipulator represents the dexterous manipulator. An multiple processors. The data exchange between the SUN
airbearingsupportstheendoftheflexiblebeam toensureplanar workstationand thesystemrackisbyEthemet.
operation.

3. Modelinl$

The 8exible beam of the PNLs testbed was modeled by
using the assumed mode method. To obtain an accurate model

•Researchspomoredby the Officeo_TechnologyDevelopment with a small number of modes, pinned-pinned boundary
U._. Department of Ene5U, underax_tract DE-A_R21400 with conditions with inertia and mass was used for the calculation of
MartinMariettaEnerSySystmm,lnc mode shapins fun_om [7]. The testbed was modeled as a single

- Supported in part by an appointment to the US. DOE flexible beam with an end mass and a rotatimudinertia with
Poet{FaduateResearch_ administeredby Oak RidgeImlitutefor
Science and Edueatkm, and Post-DoctoralFelknvo[ KoreaScienceand

r-our_uo,0<OS_.



[M_+[D)q+[K]q=[B]r, (1) 4.2 RobustnotchNter

i_ 1 The U'_nsferfunctionof the robust notch filter [6i ISgiven

q0 by

where thegeneralized coordinate is _' [ .ii

F(s) = (3)

The inertiamatrix [M] is expressed with mode functions: s 2+2 ___..s+l
0)r

For i,j = O,l,...,n ,

fs;pA ¢),(x)O,(x)dx where m: - resonanth_.quencyof thesystem;

::} /+,.,<o>.,<o>/oiMI: ' wh,,.,M,=i +M.,.(l),(l) i o,,:
/t +/,#:(l)#j(l)': l/ (, -dampingratJolsetto I toach/e_

• criticallydampedresponse).

(_i is themode fuJr_tioc_,[a is thehub rotations]inert, M t is the The robustnotch filter introduces zeros•t the damped vibration

end mass, and J, is the rotational inertia, frequency of 0): and adds critically damped poles •t the

frequency of 0)#. Parameter Cr was set to 1.5 for the fastest
The damping matrix [D] represents the viscous joint friction, and possible system response without excessive oscillatory joint

the input matrix [B] is for the joint torque: motion. By having h/gher order poles, the filter has • low-pass
filter effect. For an initial test, the filter of n - I was applied. To

L; J L J can be increased •t the cost of responsiveness, as is the case for
[D] = co . , [B] = i the impulse filter. Figure 5 shows smooth responseswithout

ovenhoot. However, it alsohas thesame tracking delay problem
The s_.._wss matrix is, for slow systems that the impulse shaping filter has.

for i,j = 0,1," ..,n, 4.3 Feedforwardsimulation filter

[K]= Kv where Kv -- F,] ¢_,'_x)_x)d,¢. for very slow and very flexible systems. To •void the tracking
• delay problem, the inverse dynamic method can be used by

pregener•ting the feedforw•rd torque profile and the joint
trajectory, which give perfect tracking at the end point. But the
inverse dynamic method usually gives anticausal solutions for

4. Approaches and Results nonminimum phase systems [7]. Its application is Limited to
robotic operation.

4.1 Impulse shaping filter As Cannon [II] indicated, end-position feedback could
provide • much higher closed-loop bandwidth (beyond the

The filter was designed to c•ncel out the dominant clampednatural frequency)than that of a joint-_ closed-loop
vibration modeof theclosed-loopsystemwith threeimpulses [4]. feedback system. However, end-position feedback is very
The impulsewasdigitally convolutedtothedesiredcommand, sensitive to the p_ameter variation and the modeling error.

It may not be appropri-te forpracticalapplkations with dynamic

.l') 2M.)i8(t. X systems that are approximately known. The conventionalh(t) = (l + _ 8(1) + (1 + - _0,_!- _l ) proportional-derivative (PD) joint feedback system usually

M l 2X (2) gives good stability, but the closed-loop bandwidth cannot begreater than the clamped natural frequency. In practical

+ (1 + M) 2 8(I ¢o,._1 - t_l ) applications, it is usually less than half the fundamental clampednatural bequency [3].
Figure 3 describes • feedforward simulation filtering

__j._ method that integrates most of the advantases of the above
where Mr = e ,/I-¢' , method. Since thehigher bandwidth system has less time delay

with the shaping filter, the closed-loop system, which has two or
m. = undampednatural frequer_, threetimeshisJ_el"bandwidththan that of the joint feedbackloop,
_' = damping ratio of the dynamic system, was made with the end-position feedback including joint rate

feedback. A feedforward torque loop was added to improve
The impulse shaping filter actually introduces zeros where the tracking. As mentioned above,becausetheend-position feedbacg
system's dominant closed-loop poles exist and filters out the is condi_y stable and sensitive to the modeling errors, it may
frequency content of the command input, which may excite the be diffg'ult to use for actual applications. Therefore, the end-
dominant vibration mode. The filter divides• one-step command position feedback with a robust _ shaping filter was used in
into • three-step command. At the first and second steps, the simulation to generate • joint trajectory that makes the end-
the filtered trajectory _xcites the system; but at the third step, position follow the desired filtered trajectory. Since the
the excited vibration hi canceled completely as shown in appropriate joint trajectorywas generated, the joint PDcontmlk, r,
Fisure 4. However, it introducesa time delay that is as long as even with low gain,givesgoodtracking performanceof theend-
the duration of the impulses. It is not easy to determine the exact position as shown in Figure6.
damping ratio.
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Figure 1.Flexible-beam test-bedbuilt by BattellePacificNorthwest Laboratories,



Fisure 2. VME systemcontroller for theflexible-beam testbed.

Fisure 3. The feedforward simulationfiltefin 8 method.



(a) Join[ trajectory (a) Joint trajectory
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Figure 4. Responses of the impulse shapin S filter with the joint Figure 6, Responses of feed forward simulation filtertn S method
proportional-derivative controller, with the joint proportional-derivative controller.
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